New South Wales. Noting that the 1838 "discovery" and subsequent exploration of these limestone caves was presented as a story of adventurous European settlers, "intrepid travelers," and "desperate bushrangers" stumbling onto the eerie landscape, she traces the medieval roots of the demonic figure whom the Europeans associated with the caves. At the same time, she explains how the repressed history of massacres of Indigenous people in the area relates to perceptions of the caves over time.
Meanwhile, Kathrin Bartha' s essay on "The Specter of Landscape: The Postcolonial Gothic and Preternatural in Alexis Wright' s Plains of Promise" analyzes the use of preternatural landscapes and human relationships with them in Aboriginal author Wright' s 1997 novel. Bartha notes that in Plains of Promise, as in many other Australian postcolonial gothic works, "nature remains fundamental for coming to terms with colonial history": it can be "charged with fantasies of Aboriginal revenge," highlight the significance of Aboriginal sacred land, or "serve as a touchstone for silenced histories." Yet Bartha suggests moving beyond the traditional binary of colonial/postcolonial and applies a more nuanced reading to suggest that "uncanny nature" can both empower the dispossessed and provide a "space for the unknown," thus allowing us to reinterpret "the freedom to maintain difference" as a kind of resistance to colonialism.
The final essay in this issue returns us to the realm of the artistic, but with a twenty-first-century twist. In "Grotesque Gaming: The Monstrous in Online Worlds," authors Robert M. Geraci, Nat Recine, and Samantha Fox examine the preternatural in the virtual environments constructed for the online video games Requiem: Memento Mori and DayZ. Drawing on psychological and even religious approaches to human fear and sin, and adducing empirical data gathered through interviews and surveys, the authors discuss how the virtual worlds of such games have become "increasingly integral parts of our social and psychological worlds," and while many such games use fantasy or SF settings, some, such as Requiem and DayZ, explore the horrific. Engagement with landscapes of the monstrous and grotesque allows players to face their inner fears and anxieties, doing so with "the viscerality that is the hallmark of gaming." This is especially true, the authors argue, when in virtual landscapes "it is the other players who evoke the most dread."
This issue on "Preternatural Environments" was originally scheduled as Preternature 6.1 rather than 5.2, but we received enough excellent, highly original submissions to fill more than one issue. Thus, 6.1 will also contain papers focusing on landscape, in addition to other topics.
If there are special subjects you might like to see covered in future issues, please direct correspondence to me at felton@classics.umass.edu.
For book reviews, please contact Richard Raiswell at rraiswell@upei.ca. For our online submission system, please visit http://www.psupress.org/ journals/jnls_submis_Preternature.html, which includes a link to our author guidelines.
debbie felton, Professor of Classics at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, became editor of Preternature in February 2015. Most of her work focuses on the eerie and monstrous in classical literature, but her most recent publication, coauthored with James D. Miller, Associate Professor of Economics at Smith College, discusses existential risk policy in relation to the search for extraterrestrial life in the universe. A summary of this paper, titled "The Fermi Paradox, Bayes' Rule, and Existential Risk Management," is available at http:// www.sciencedirect.com/.
